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Summary: Over the last 5 years, the Geologic Maps Foundation (GMF)1 has developed ICMAPS which
increases the education and experience of science instructors and science communities with maps and
field-skills in the earth sciences. ICMAPS (Increasing Cognitive Map Abilities and Participation System)
builds on the innate, spatial-cognitive abilities, navigational, and leadership skills of the participants
through in-person and virtual field trips, and courses that integrate with several earth science field skills.
Research shows that increasing cognitive map use and skills will develop and strengthen portions of the
human brain used for learning and success in the STEM subjects2, 3, 4 and, simultaneously, increase
personal confidence with the quantitative parts of STEM.2 Technology can fail, or information be
misunderstood. Being lost covers more than disorientation in the outdoors, implies disconnection from
many forms of reference, and can lead to an interconnected cognitive and emotional state that almost
always leads to poor judgement.2 A key objective of ICMAPS is to lessen these adverse impacts by
building and exercising participant’s cognitive map abilities. ICMAPS employs map making both real
and imaginary, teaching MCR (map and compass reading),5 introduction to GIS (Geographical
Information System), and teaching several earth-science based field-skills. MCR has had years of STEM
educational success in Scandinavia where students are provided an engaging gateway to the STEM
subjects and their opportunities, shown math in a useful and less imposing manner, and develop an
enthusiasm for the outdoors, the environment, and physical activity.2
The earth sciences component of ICMAPS emphasizes spatial relationships and memory-linked shapes,
boundaries, and points of geologic and geomorphic features and structures (natural allocentric-map
representations) while holistically tying them to earth systems via their geologic history and processes.
Instruction conforms to secondary-education science curricula and post-secondary earth science
requirements; for instance, California public school’s new Science Framework for the Earth Sciences6
while offering instructors and students a new approach, achievements, and opportunities. DNA and
neuroscience research show humans are hard-wired for developing advanced cognitive map skills2 but
during the last several decades, with the increased use of GPS technology and less “free play” at
childhood, the natural pathways-or latent learning-to these skills are not fully engaged and the adverse
impacts to the nation’s spatial abilities and to STEM development are just being recognized.2 Our
ancestor’s survival depended on cognitive map and navigational skills, building their allocentric
representations of the natural world, and physical map-making may pre-date the written word.7 We should
utilize this underappreciated and very human connection to the STEM subjects. ICMAPS does this by
providing an effective, inexpensive, and equitable teaching system that increases the spatial-cognitive
abilities, navigational expertise, and leadership skills of participants, regardless of personal background or
physical abilities. Participants learn though a variety of experiences that include field trips and activities,
both in-person and virtual.
GMF’s ICMAPS in-person events and publications have occurred in the natural settings of southern
California such as the Northern Channel Islands8 while the virtual experiences are world-wide.9
Participation in ICMAPS has included courses for secondary education science teachers,10 informal
natural science communities, and post-secondary education communities.11 Teachers and university
students have transferred their increased knowledge and skills back to their institutions and communities,
received positive reviews, and have increased the cognitive map and field skills of their audience.
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ICMAPS has been successful but limited in reach as events are all-volunteer efforts and constrained by
time and budget.
The GMF is seeking funding to expand its ICMAPS training and outreach secondary and post-secondary
instructors and students, and further develop its public school compatible science12 and social science
curricula13 (geography). ICMAPS offers a deeply human-intrinsic educational system that will provide
STEM-oriented cognitive map pathways and instruction via in-person and virtual field events and
courses. ICMAPS’ events are focused on California8, 10, 11 and could be modified for other locations and
curricula in the USA and serve as a new option for STEM education and outreach.
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